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If you believe what you read in most news sources, Palestinians 
want a homeland and Muslims want control over sites they 

consider holy. Simple, right? 
 
Well, as honest residents or long time visitors of the Middle East, dodging rocks, knives, 
ramming cars, shootings, mortar shells, and rockets will tell you, these are just phony 
excuses for the rioting, trouble-making and land-grabbing. 
 
Isn't it interesting that prior to the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, there was no serious 
movement for a Palestinian homeland? 
 
"Well," you might say, "that was before the Israelis seized the West Bank and 
Old Jerusalem." 
 
That's true. In the Six-Day War, Israel captured Judea, Samaria and East Jerusalem. But 
they didn't capture these territories from Yasser Arafat. They captured them from Jordan's 
King Hussein. I can't help but wonder why all these Palestinians suddenly discovered their 
national identity after Israel won the war. 
 
The truth is that Palestine is no more real than Never-Never Land. The first 
time the name was used was in 70 A.D. when the Romans committed genocide 
against the Jews, smashed the Temple and declared the land of Israel would be 
no more. From then on, the Romans promised, it would be known as Palestine. 
The name was derived from the Philistines, a Goliathian people conquered by 
the Jews centuries earlier. It was a way for the Romans to add insult to injury. 
They also tried to change the name of Jerusalem to Aelia Capitolina, but that 
had even less staying power. 
 
Palestine has never existed -- before or since -- as an autonomous entity. It was 
ruled alternately by Rome, by Islamic and Christian crusaders, by the Ottoman 
Empire and, briefly, by the British Mandate of the League of Nations - after 
World War I. The British, as part of their mandatory obligations, agreed to 
restore the Mandate for Palestine to the Jewish people as their homeland. 
 
There is no language known as Palestinian. There is no distinct Palestinian 
culture. There has never been a land known as Palestine governed by 
Palestinians. Palestinians are Arabs, indistinguishable from Jordanians 
(another recent invention), Syrians, Lebanese, Iraqis, etc. Keep in mind that 
the Arabs control 99.9 percent of the Middle East lands. Israel represents one-
tenth of 1 percent of the landmass. 
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But that's too much for the Arabs. They want it all. And that is ultimately what the fighting 
in Israel is about today. Greed. Pride. Envy. Covetousness. No matter how many land 
concessions the Israelis make, it will never be enough. 

What about Islam's holy sites? There are none in Jerusalem. 
 
Shocked? You should be. I don't expect you will ever hear this brutal truth from anyone else 
in the international media. It's just not politically correct.  I know what you're going to say: 
"the Al Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem represent Islam's third most 
holy sites." 
 
Not true. In fact, the Koran says nothing about Jerusalem. It mentions Mecca 
hundreds of times. It mentions Medina countless times. It never mentions Jerusalem. With 
good reason. There is no historical evidence to suggest Mohammed ever visited Jerusalem. 
 
So how did Jerusalem become the third holiest site of Islam? Muslims today cite a vague 
passage in the Koran, the seventeenth Sura, entitled "The Night Journey." It relates that in a 
dream or a vision Mohammed was carried by night "from the sacred temple to the temple 
that is most remote, whose precinct we have blessed, that we might show him our signs. ..." 
In the seventh century, some Muslims identified the two temples mentioned in this verse as 
being in Mecca and Jerusalem. And that's as close as Islam's connection with Jerusalem gets 
-- myth, fantasy, wishful thinking. Meanwhile, Jews can trace their roots in Jerusalem back 
to the days of Abraham. 
 
The latest round of violence in Israel erupted when the PA incitement of the "Jews Filthy 
Feet desecrating Al-Aqsa Mosque" took hold, and Jews visiting the Temple Mount, the 
foundation of the Temple built by Solomon, were shrilly harassed by "Allahu Akbar" 
shouting women, cursed, and stoned. The Temple Mount is the holiest site for Jews. Can 
you imagine what it is like for Jews to be threatened, stoned and physically kept out of the 
holiest site in Judaism? 
 
So what's the solution to the Middle East mayhem? Well, frankly, I don't think 
there is a man-made solution to the violence. But, if there is one, it needs to 
begin with truth. Pretending will only lead to more chaos. Treating a 5,000-
year-old birthright backed by overwhelming historical and archaeological 
evidence equally with illegitimate claims, wishes and wants gives diplomacy 
and peacekeeping a bad name. 
 
(Source: Palestine Myth of the Middle East) 
 
[Addition 1] 
 
 

Israel wasn’t established on stolen Palestinian soil 
Many think that there was a Palestinian territory and then the Jews came and took their 
land. This is not so. The name Palestine originates from the word “Pleshet,” which according 
to the Hebrew Bible, is an ancient people that probably came from the Greek island of Crete 
and settled in the southern coast of the Land of Israel. The name Pleshet or Philistia wasn’t 
common until the Roman emperor Hadrian decided to punish the Jews because of Bar 
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Kokhba revolt, changing in 135 the name of Jerusalem to Aelia Capitolina and the name of 
Judaea to Syria Palestina. The name wasn’t used during the Muslim empires that ruled the 
Middle East. Most of modern Israel was a small, neglected, and unimportant part of Syria. 
Jerusalem was never a capital city. Cairo and Damascus were the important cities of the 
region in the Muslim era. Only under British rule, starting in 1917, after the Ottoman 
Empire collapsed in World War I, did the name Palestine began to be used again. If the 
British hadn’t come, there wouldn’t be a Palestinian people. And the Arabs that lived in the 
area would have been Egyptian or Syrian. 
 
Jews lived for hundreds of years in Jerusalem, Hebron, Safed, and Tiberius. In 1860 the 
Jews started buying land outside the four cities. Unlike the first white settlers in the United 
States who robbed the land from the Indians, and unlike the Australians that stole the land 
from the Aborigines, all the land that Jews settled on was bought and paid for, down to the 
last cent.  
 
(source: 10 things you didn’t know about the Israeli-Arab conflict) 
 
[Addition 2] 
 
 

Jews Have Lived in the West Bank Since Ancient 
Times 
Following the 1967 Six-Day War, the rise of Jewish settlements symbolized the restoration 
of a dimension of history often ignored by Arabs and unknown to most non-Israelis, which 
is that Jews had lived in the West Bank and the Old City of Jerusalem during Mandate 
times. That period ended only after they were killed or driven out in the aftermath of the 
1948 war – when Jewish communities were obliterated.  
 
Between 1949 and 1967, Jordanian military personnel razed Jewish settlements, destroyed 
58 synagogues, and used headstones from the Jewish cemetery on the Mount of Olives to 
build roads.[Jeff Jacoby] In the course of the 1948 War, the West Bank was rendered 
judenrein – ethnically cleansed of Jews – by Jordanian invaders.  
 
A vibrant Jewish life in the land of Israel existed hundreds of years prior to the official 
establishment of the State of Israel in 1948. The mountainous areas of Judea and Samaria 
were the cradles of Jewish civilization – from Bethel, where Jacob fought with the angels, 
and Shilo, where the Ark of the Covenant resided, to Hebron, the city of the Patriarchs. The 
Old City in Jerusalem, Hebron in Judea, Safed and Tiberius in the Galilee, were four holy 
cities where the Jews were concentrated throughout the ages.  
 
In 1898, on the eve of the first wave of Zionist immigration, Edwin S. Wallace, Consul 
General of the United States, visited Palestine and Jerusalem and wrote:[Edwin S. Wallace, 
former Consul General of the United States, “THE JEWS IN JERUSALEM” Cosmopolitan 
magazine – 1898, pp. 317-324]  
“Of the eighty thousand Jews in Palestine, fully one-half are living within the walls, or in the 
twenty-three colonies just outside the walls, of Jerusalem. Where the Jewish population [in 
Jerusalem] outnumbers all others, three to one [a full 75 percent], the Jew has few rights.” 
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Although permitted to settle anywhere west of the Jordan River, Zionist settlements were 
concentrated first in the coastal area, the Galilee and the Negev, in Jerusalem and Hebron in 
Judea. Jewish settlement elsewhere was more sparse.  
During the 1948 War of Independence, the Jewish inhabitants living in communities north 
of Jerusalem and in the Jewish Quarter of the Old City, in the Etzion bloc between Hebron 
and Jerusalem and in the Jordan Rift Valley, were either evacuated to save their lives, killed 
as combatants while defending their homes, massacred after they surrendered or taken as 
prisoners of war and not allowed to return to their homes.  
 
2,000 Jewish inhabitants of the Old City, who lived next to the holiest site in Judaism – the 
Western Wall of the Temple Mount – were an intolerable presence to the Arabs. Not one 
Jew was allowed to reside in or visit Jordanian territory, including the Old City, for 19 years. 
After illegally annexing the West Bank in 1950, Jordan adopted a law in 1954 granting 
Jordanian citizenship to residents of the West Bank. The law covered those who had been 
subjects of the British Mandate and stipulated “any man will be a Jordanian subject … if he 
is not Jewish.”[Cited in a speech by Chaim Herzog, Israeli ambassador to the UN (1975-78) 
– “Jewish settlements in ‘the Territories’ Aren’t the Problem,” FPM Article] Jordan also 
prohibited Jordanians from selling land to Jews by penalty of death; the Palestinian 
Authority adopted a similar law in the 1990s. 
 
(source: Page on mythsandfacts.org) 
 
[Addition 3] 
 
 

Jews have been living in Israel continuously for 
over 3,000 years 
The Jewish people have maintained a well-documented, unbroken presence in Israel for 
well over 3,000 years, beginning in the 2nd millennium B.C.E., continuing under a long 
series of Jewish kingdoms and foreign rulers, and through to the modern State of Israel. 
Conquerors, diplomats, pilgrims and visitors throughout the millennia have left 
an abundance of references to the Jewish communities living there. 
Israel is filled with archaeologicaland historical sites, many of which testify 
to Jewish life over the centuries. Even the Muslim Qur’an refers to the Jewish people as the 
“Children of Israel”. 
The historical Jewish right to a homeland in Palestine was first recognized by the modern 
international community (and by Great Britain, which had gained control of the region from 
the Ottoman Empire during World War I) in the Balfour Declarationof 1917 and the League 
of Nations Mandate of 1922. Both of these documents preceded the Nazi Holocaust by 
decades, thereby disproving more recent (yet widespread) claims according to which Israel's 
creation was justified not by thousands of years of Jewish history, but rather only by the 
Holocaust. 
 
Israel has also always been central to the lives of religious Jews living outside of it, in 
the Jewish diaspora. Although the territories of the former Jewish kingdoms were renamed 
“Palaestina” by their Roman conquerors with the specific intention of erasing their Jewish 
significance, for nearly 2000 years Jews living in exile prayed 3 times a day, facing 
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Jerusalem, in the hopes that they would one day return. 
 
Despite all this, 
 Palestinian leaders, university professors, religiousfigures,archaeologists, historians, school 
textbooks, music videos, and even the Palestinian National Charter, continually spread the 
fabrication that Jews have no historical connection to the land, and that any claimed history 
was invented in order to justify the creation of Israel. 
  
“Israel is the very embodiment of Jewish continuity: It is the only nation on earth that 
inhabits the same land, bears the same name, speaks the same language, and worships the 
same God that it did 3,000 years ago. You dig the soil and you find pottery from Davidic 
times, coins from Bar Kokhba, and 2,000-year-old scrolls written in a script remarkably like 
the one that today advertises ice cream at the corner candy store.” 

- Charles Krauthammer 
 
(source: Jewish History in Israel) 
 
[Addition 4] 
 
[...] The most egregious example of this Orwellian history, however, is the predicating of 
Muslim violence against Israel on its status as a neo-imperialist Western stooge violently 
thrust into the “homeland” of the “Palestinian” people whose ancient lands were stolen by 
an “illegitimate” nation that continues brutally to “occupy” the territory rightfully belonging 
to the “Palestinians.” 
 
Everything about this narrative is false. There is no such thing as a “Palestinian” people, an 
idea that arose only after the Six Day War of 1967. The bulk of the people mistakenly called 
“Palestinians” are ethnically, religiously, and linguistically indistinguishable from Arab 
Muslims in Lebanon, Jordan, or Syria. Numerous comments by Arab leaders before 1967 
emphasized this fact.  
For example, Zouhair Muhsin, a member of the Executive Council of the PLO, said,  
“There are no differences between Jordanians, Palestinians, Syrians and Lebanese. We are 
all part of one nation. It is only for political reasons that we carefully underline our 
Palestinian identity… Yes, the existence of a separate Palestinian identity serves only tactical 
purposes. The founding of a Palestinian state is a new tool in the continuing battle against 
Israel.” 

 
Second, the region in question was never an Arab homeland, and Arabs only began to 
inhabit it permanently after the Muslim conquest of Jerusalem in 637.  
Since then Muslim Arabs have come as conquerors, occupiers, migrant laborers, and 
immigrants, but they are no more “indigenous” peoples than Americans are of North 
America. On the other hand, abundant literary and archaeological evidence confirms the 
presence of Jews in the area and the status of Jerusalem as a Jewish city since 1300 B.C. 
This fact explains the Orwellian rewrite of history the Palestinian Arabs are currently 
engaged in, most despicably by destroying the archeological evidence on the Temple Mount 
that confirms the Jews’ presence on that site almost 2000 years before Islam even existed. 
 
(source: http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/260465/middle-east-and-orwellian-
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historical-arguments-bruce-thornton) 
 
[Addition 5] 
 

 
[...] Of course I am talking about the so-called ‘Palestinian narrative’, that version of history 
that removes all moral justification for the existence of our state, and is responsible for 
recent attempts to re-interpret international lawin order to limit our right to the land of 
Israel. 
This narrative is an internally consistent conceptual scheme. There are grains of truth in it, 
points of contact with reality that make it plausible. But overall it is false, in many ways a 
complete inversion of historical fact. 
 
The Palestinian Narrative 
According to it, ‘Palestinians’ are a unique people indigenous to the land of Israel, having 
lived there for hundreds of years (some versions even claim that they are descended from 
various groups mentioned in the Bible). Zionist Jews, fleeing persecution in Europe, 
colonized the land and dispossessed the Palestinians by force. Like European colonialists in 
Africa, Jews relate to Palestinians in an oppressive and racist way. 
 
Unlike Palestinians, the narrative doesn’t recognize Jews as a unique people, or as having 
any connection with the land. Jews are just Poles or Germans who profess the Jewish 
religion. Mizrachi Jews are called ‘Arab Jews’. Some versions argue that the Jews of today 
are descended from Khazars, a Turkic people living in what is now southeastern Russia from 
the 7th to 10th century. Others even deny the existence of a Jewish temple in Jerusalem or 
claim that archeological evidence of a Jewish presence in biblical Israel is faked. 
 
The narrative implies that the establishment of Israel as the Jewish homeland was an 
illegitimate act of colonialism, which voids the legal foundations of the state and justifies the 
violent ‘resistance’ against it by ‘Palestinians’. 
Europeans are especially influenced by this narrative because of guilt over their own history 
of colonialism and racism. 
But the main points of it are false. The facts are these: 
There is a Jewish people and it is indigenous to the land of Israel 
 
If there is any group that can properly be called a ‘people’, it is the Jewish people. Genetic 
studies have shown that both Ashkenazi and Mizrachi Jews have close links to the Middle 
East, links which are not shared by other Europeans (the Khazar theory is just nonsense). In 
addition, Jews meet all requirements for a people: a unique language, literature and 
religion; common cultural traditions (including a taboo on intermarriage – and even eating 
– with non-Jews); and, importantly, a consistent self-identification as members of a people. 
 
There have always been Jews living in the land of Israel 
This group has a historical lineage that can be traced back to the time of King David or 
before, a connection that has been maintained despite countless expulsions, persecutions, 
conquests and pogroms. Jews have lived in the land of Israel for thousands, not hundreds, 
of years, although the size of the population has fluctuated. This can be established beyond 
reasonable doubt by archaeology. 
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Arabs are newcomers 
Muslim Arabs first came to the land as invaders in 629 CE (one could call them 
‘colonialists’). Since then, the Arab population fluctuated widely, with the number of Arabs 
reaching a low point around 1830. Richard Mather writes, 
 

Clearly it would be futile to argue that there were few Arabs living in Palestine in the late 
19th and the early 20th centuries, but the figures do show that the Arab population of 
Palestine had been in state of flux for centuries and that the overwhelming majority were 
migrants from the rest of the Arab world and/or the Ottoman empire. This is important 
because it tells us that the postmodern notion of a deep-rooted Palestinian Arab 
history/culture is bogus. All the evidence points to the conspicuous absence of Arab culture 
in late 17th century Palestine; and even in the 18th and 19th centuries the Arab inhabitants 
of Palestine were not indigenous but were latecomers. This explains why, historically, Arabs 
never talked about Palestinian identity – because there wasn’t one. They were Egyptian, 
Syrian, Moroccan, Iraqi and Ottoman Arabs, and many of them expressed allegiance to the 
concept of a Greater Syria. In fact, until the 1960s the Arabs refused to call themselves 
Palestinians because it was a name reserved for the Jews! It seems hilarious now, but 
Immanuel Kant, the 18th-century German philosopher, referred to Jews in Europe as 
“Palestinians living among us.” 

The Arab population increased rapidly after about 1830, for various reasons. After the 
beginning of Zionist immigration in the late 1880s, the economic development created by 
the Zionists was a not-inconsiderable drawing card. Mather continues, 
Firstly, several thousand peasant farmers had come to Palestine in the first half of the 19th 
century to escape Egypt’s military draft, forced labour and taxes. Secondly, the Ottoman 
authorities transferred a great many people from Morocco, Algeria and Egypt to Palestine in 
the early part of the 20th century, partly in an effort to outflank Jewish immigration. 
Thirdly, the Zionist project was very attractive to Arabs who were drawn to Palestine by the 
good wages, healthcare and sanitation offered by the Jews. Indeed, the Muslim infant 
mortality rate in Palestine fell from 201 per 1,000 in 1925 to 94 per 1,000 in 1945. 
Meanwhile, life expectancy rose from 37 to 49 years. 
 

Furthermore, the Arab population of Palestine increased the most in cities where there were 
large numbers of Jews, which is a strong indication that Arabs were drawn to Palestine 
because of the Zionists. Between 1922 and 1947, the Arab population grew by 290 per cent 
in Haifa, 158 per cent in Jaffa and 131 per cent in Jerusalem. Tellingly, the growth in Arab-
majority towns was far less dramatic: 37 per cent in Bethlehem, 42 per cent in Nablus and 
78 per cent in Jenin. 
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